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Lzt M be an oriented matroid. One can define exactly two assignments of + 1 
and - I to permutations of bases of M canonically associated with the orientation 
of M. 
Let n be an integer, n > 1, and B be a basis of the vector space IfP 
over the real field R. With any permutation x1 , X~ ,..., X~ of B is canonically 
associated a sign +I or -1, namely +1 if De& , x2 ,..., x~) > 0, -1 if 
Def(xl , x2 ,..., XJ -C 0. Oriented matroids [1] generalizing vector spaces 
over ordered fields, the question arises whether there exists some “natural” 
assignement of + 1 and - 1 to permutations of bases of an oriented matroid. 
In this paper we construct such an assignement, natural in the following 
sense: I) conversely it determines uniquely the orientation of &Z, and 2) it 
reduces to the usual one in the case of an oriented matroid coordinatizable 
over R. 
The content of this paper constituted originally section 5 of “Matroydes 
orientables” (preprint, April 1974) [4]. Notations are those of [l]. 
Let B be a set of (finite) cardinality r. We denote by P(B) the set of permuta- 
tions of B i.e. the set of r-tuples (x1 , x2 ,..., xr) with {x1, x2 ,..., xr} = B. 
Note that we will often write x1 ==z X~ < ... < x,. instead of (x1, TC~ ,..., XT+.). 
Let ,& , /Y?~ E 9(B). We set & , pZ) = 1 if /II and flZ have the same parity, 
L(/$ , /3.J = - 1 otherwise. w have G4 y P21 = 4P2 y A) and 4Ay P21 
4P2 T PSI = G4 , P8) fbr au ,h , P2 , P8 e ,!?W. 
Let B, B’ be two sets of cardinality r with symmetric difference of cardinality 
2, say B = (B n B’) u {x} and B’ = (B f~ B’) u { y}. We extend the definition 
of 1 to two permutations /3 6 P(B) and /I’ E P(B’) by setting 
@, /q = @, Xl < .x2 < ... < XT-1 < x)1@‘, Xl < x2 < **- < X$--l < y) 
where x1 c x2 c ... -C x,.-~ is any permutation of B u Br. 
We have @, /I’) = (-l)~(fi~*)+~(~‘;~) C(CY, a’), where n@; x) is the 
number of elements of B - {x} greater than x in j3 and a is the restriction of 
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j3 to B u B’. Hence @, /?) does not depend on the particular order xi < x2 < 
... < xrel. Commutativity and transitivity of L remain valid in 9(B) u g(B’). 
Let M be an oriented matroid of rank r. Let B, B’ be two bases of M and 
fl E 9’(B), ,8’ E g(B’). 
If B = B’ we set v#, /3’) = @, j3’). 
If 1 B A B’ 1 = 2, say B A B’ = {x, ~1, there is a unique circuit of M 
contained in B u B’. Let J(B, B’) denote one of the two signed circuits of M 
contained in B u B’. Note that x, Y E J(B, B’). We set 
where sg,(B,B$x) denotes the sign of x in J(B, I?‘) cf [l]. 
THEOREM I. Let M be an oriented matroid. There exists a mapping l 
assigning values 1 or - 1 to permutations of bases of M such that given any two 
bases B, B’ of M differing by exactly 0 or 2 elements and permutations /? of B 
and F of B’ then l ‘) = 7(/I, /3’)@). 
Furthermore a mapping E with this property is unique up to multiplication 
by - 1 and determines uniquely the orientation of M. 
Proof Let B, B’ be two bases of M and & /3! be permutations of B and B’ 
respectively. By the exchange property for bases there exists a finite sequence 
B0 = B, BI ,..., Bk = B’ of bases of M such that 1 BimI A Bi 1 = 0 or 2 for 
i = I, 2,..., k. Let fli i = I, 2 ,..., k - 1 be any permutation of Bi . If there 
exists a mapping E satisfying the theorem we have @‘) = E(/?) 
ITI;:; q&, /‘Q. 13 ence to prove the existence of 6 it suffices to show that 
I-I::; NL , PiI ci epends only on p and /3’, and not on the particular 
sequence considered. This amounts to prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA. Given k bases BI , Bz ,..., Bk of an oriented matroid M such that 
1 BieI A B( 1 = 0 or 2 for i = 1, 2 ,..., k (indices module k) and permutations 
pi of Bi i = 1, 2,..., k then 
Observe first that by transitivity of b the lemma is implied by its particular 
case 1 Bi-1 A Bi 1 = 2 for i = I, 2 ,..., k. 
We recall the Homotopy Theorem for bases of matroids due to S. Maurer 
([5] Theorem 5.1). Two sequences of bases of a matroid M such that any two 
consecutive bases differ by exactly 2 elements are said to be related by an 
elementary deformation if one is B,, , BI ,..., Bk, 1 Bi-1 A & 1 = 2 for 
i = I, 2,..., k, and the other is (for some index i) 
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(I) Bo , Bl ,..., Bi-1 , Bi+z ,..., Bk if Big1 zz Bi+l 
or 
(2) Bo , Bl ,..., Bi+l ,..., Bk if 1 Bi-1 A Bi+l 1 = 2 
or 
(3) & 3 4 T**.> Bi-1 , & 9 Bi+l ~***~ Bk if 1 Bi-l LI Bi+l 1 = 4 and Bi is a 
base of A4 such that 1 Biel A Bi 1 = 1 Bi A Bi+l 1 = 2. 
The Homotopy Theorem asserts that given any two sequences of bases with. 
same first and last elements, such that two consecutive bases diRer by exactly 
two elements, then one can be transformed into the other by a finite sequence 
of elementary deformations. 
By the Homotopy Theorem it suffices to prove the lemma for k = 2, 
k = 3 and k = 4 under the additional hypothesis 1 Bl A Ba 1 = 1 Bz A Bh 1 = 4. 
The case k = 2 is immediate. 
(1) k = 3 
Set A = Bl n Bz n Ba . We have 1 A 1 = r - 1 or 1 A 1 = r - 2. 
lA/=r-1 U*ll 
We have Bl = ,4 u {x}, B* = A u { y}, Bs = A u {z]. 
Let a = (Xl , x2 ,..., x+~) be a permutation of ,4. We denote by cx -=c x 
the permutation x1 -=c x2 < *** c xT+r < x. We have: 
Set J(Bl , BJ = X, J(Bz , BJ = Y, J(Ba, BJ = Z. 
M’ = M(,4 u {x, JJ, z})/,4l is isomorphic to iFa as non-oriented matroid 
(Fnr denotes the free matroid of rank r on n elements). Observe that the 
product rgX(x) sgX( y) sgr( y) sgr(z) sgz(z) sgz(x) is invariant under sign- 
reversals. The orientation of IFS1 being unique up to sign-reversals we may 
suppose without loss of generality that the signed circuits of M’ are x7, JJ,Y, z5 
and their opposites (x7 denotes the signed set with positive part x and nega- 
tive part y). By [1] Proposition 4.1 we have 
1 k&4 u {x, y, z}) denotes the sub-matroid of A4 on ,4 u {x, y, z} and k&4 LJ {x, y, .z})/A 
the contraction of it4(,4 u {x, y, z}) onto {x, y, z} (cf [l] section 4). 
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(2) k = 4 
SetA=BlnBznB3nB~.Wehave~A~=r-2andBl=An{x,x’}, 
Bz = A u {x’, y}, B3 = A u {y, y’}, Bd = A u {y’, x}. 
Let a be any permutation of A. We have: 
@I 7 P2MP2 3 P3W3 Y P&P* 9 A) 
Set J(Bl, B.J = X, .T(Bz, BJ = Y’, J(B3, Ba) = Y, J(B, B) = X’. 
M’ = M(A u {x, x’, y, y’j)/A is a rank 2 matroid on {x, x’, y, y’} such that 
rk({x, x’}) = rk({y, y’j) = rk({x’, y}) = rk({x, y’j) = 2. There are 3 cases: 
(I) rk({x, y}) = rk({x’, y’}) = 2, (2) rk({x, y}) = 2 rk({x’, y}) = 1 (the case 
rk({x, yj) = 1 rk({x’, y’}) = 2 is similar), (3) rk({x, y}) = rk({x’, y’}) = 1. 
MXx, ~11 = +W, ~‘11 = 12 @O 
M’ is isomorphic to F4*. X, Y’, Y and X’ intersect respectively {x, x’, y, y’} 
in {x, x’, yj, {x’, y, y’j, {x, y, y’} and {x, x’, y’}. Now Fa2 has threefdifferent 
orientations up to sign-reversals. These orientations are given for instance 
by the alternating orientations ~9~ , f12 and 6& with respect to the orders 
x c x’ c y c y’, x c x’ c y’ c y and x c y’ c x’ c y of {x, x’, y, y’j 
(cf [1] Example 3.8). The signed circuits of M’ are 
(01 : XFy 
02 : xxly 
03 : xx’y 
and their opposites. 
X’JJJ’ xjy ’ xTy ’ 
X’$- XYY’ xx’y’ 
x’yy ’ xyy ’ xx‘y’ 
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‘rk product %&4 &d wb’) wbl mW m4.d wW mW 
being invariant under sign-reversals it suffices to calculate its value when the 
orientation of A4’ is O1 , OS or OS . By [I] Proposition 4.1 these values are: 
for O1 l~l~l*l~l~(-l)*(-l)*l=l, for OZ l~l~l~(-l)~l~l~ 
(-l)~l=landfor031~l~(-l)*l.l~l*l*(-l)=l. 
X, Y and X’ = Y’ intersect respectively {x, x’, y, y’} in {x, x’ y}, {x, y, y’} 
ani {x’, y’]. Up to sign-reversals the signed circuits of M’ are xx’y, xyy’, 
x’y’ and their opposites. By [I] Proposition 4.1 we have sgx(x) sgx(y) sgy(x’) 
sg~~(y’)sgy(x)sgy(y)sgf(x’) sgy(y’) = I . 1 . 1 . (-1) * I * 1 * I . (-1) = 1. 
rk({x, y)) = rk({x’, y’]) = 1. (2.3) 
The unicity of E up to multiplication by - 1 is clear. It remains to show that 
E determines uniquely the orientation of M 
Let X be any signed circuit of A4 and x, y E X, x # y. Let B be a basis of A4 
containing X - {x, y}. Then B’ = (B - {x}) n {y} is also a basis of M. 
We have B A E = {x, yj and J(B, B’) = X. Let p, /I’ be permutations of B 
and B’ respectively. We have sgx(x) sg,r(y) = -@, &(~)@‘). 
Remark. Let X’ be a cocircuit of A4 and A be a basis of the hyperplane 
E - X’. Let a be any permutation of A. The orientation of X’ in M’ is given 
by X’+={x~X’:~(a<x)=l}, X’-={x~X’:~(a<x)=--I}. Proof: 
Let x, y E X’, x # y and let X be one of the two opposite signed circuits of M 
contained in A n {x, y}. We have sgl(x) sg.&) = -&(a < x, a < y) 
E(E < X)E(CS < y). Now ~(a < x, a < y) = 1, then since X u X’ = {x, yj 
%A-4 %h~~Y~ = -%A4 %dYl = +a -=c ata -c Yl. 
We call the two mappings E given by Theorem 1 the (canonical) orientations 
of bases of the oriented matroid M. Proposition 2 establishes that this notion 
of orientation of bases reduces to the usual one when M is coordinatizable 
over an ordered field. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let K be an ordered3eld and E be a finite n-dimensional 
subset of the vector space Km. Let M be the oriented matroid of linear depen- 
dencies of E over K. Given any permutation p = (xl , x2 ,..., x,,) of a basis of M 
we set l (p) = I ly the determinent Det(xl , x2 ,..., x~) of xl, x2 ,..., xn is 
positive, s(/?) = -1 zyDet(xl , x2 ,..,, x,,) is negative. 
Then e is an orientation of bases of M. 
ProoJ Consider two bases B, B’ of M such that 1 B A B’ 1 = 0 or 2; let 
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j3, /3’ be permutations of B and B’ respectively. We have to show that 
et PI = l W). 
This equality is an immediate consequence of the alternating property 
of the determinent when B = B’. Suppose B A B’ = {x, y}. Using again the 
alternating property we may suppose that j3 = (x1, x2 ,..., x) and /I’ = 
~~1 9 x2 Ye.., y). We have &3, /3’) = -sgx(x) sgx(y) where X = J(B, B’). On 
the other hand Q3)@) = 1 if D&(x1, x2 ,..., x) and D&(x1 , x2 ,..., y) 
have the same sign, #)@‘) = --I otherwise. Now Del(xr , x2 ,..., x) and 
~&G 9 -Q ,..., y) have the same sign if and only if x and y are contained both 
in one of the two halfspaces of Kn determined by the hyperplane spanned by 
x1 , x2 ,..., xnVI , hence by definition of the orientation of A4 if and only if 
sgx(x) sgx(y) = -1 (cf [I] Example 3.1). 
Let A4 be an oriented matroid on a finite set E. Suppose E is totally ordered. 
Given any basis B of A4 we denote by the same letter B the permutation of B 
induced by the ordering of E, i.e. the permutation (x1 , x2 ,..., x~) of B such 
that x1 < x2 < ... < X~ . Clearly an orientation E of bases of A4 is completely 
known without further reference to A4 when we know its values for permuta- 
tions of bases of A4 induced by the ordering of E. 
Proposition 3 gives the relationship between orientations of bases of an 
oriented matriod and orientation of bases of its orthogonal. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let 44 be an oriented matroid on a (totally) ordered set E. 
Let l resp. & be an orientation of bases of A4 resp. MA. 
Then for any two bases B, B’ of M we have &(E - B) &(E - B’) = 
l (B)c(B’) if the number of elements of B A B’ with odd rank in the ordering of E 
is even, l ‘(E - B) l ~(E - B’) = -c(B)e(B’) otherwise. 
Proox Let B, B’ be two bases of A4 such that ] B A B’ 1 = 2. Let X be 
one of the two opposite signed circuits of A4 contained in B u B’ and X’ 
one of the two opposite signed cocircuits of A4 contained in (E - B) u 
(E - B’) = E - (B r~ B’). We have X n X’ = B A B’ = {x, y}, v(B, B’) = 
-c(B, B’) sgx(x) sgx( y) and $(E - B, E - B’) = -b(E - B, E - B’) 
@hw %~~Y~* 
Given any subset ,4 of E and x, y E A, x # y, let n(A; x, y) denote the 
number of elements of A - {x, yj contained in the interval [x, y] of E. We 
have ‘(B, B’) 1 (- l)n(BuB’Zz*~) and b(E - B, E - #) = (-~)?zL-~B~B’~~~.Y~~ 
Now clearly n(B u B’; x, y) + n(E - (BCI B’); x, y) = n(E;x, y) = 
1 h(x) - h(y) 1 - I, where h(x) denotes the rank of x in the ordering of E. 
On the other hand sgx(x) sg*( y) = -sgx(x) sgx( y). 
Hence $(E - B, E - B’) = (- 1) htz)+hC”)q(B, B’) and thus &(I?, - B) 
&(E - B’) = (- l)~(~)+~(~)~(B)~(B’). 
The general case follows easily by induction on 1 B A B’ 1. 
Problem. The basis graph of a matroid M is the graph whose vertices are 
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the bases of M, two vertices I?, B’ being adjacent if and only if 1 B A B’ 1 = 2. 
Basis graphs of matroids have been characterized by several authors [2] [3] 
[5]. Analogous problems can be considered for oriented matroids: 
Let M be an oriented matroid. With any total ordering of the underlying 
set is associated a bicoloring of the vertices of the basis graph, red (resp. 
green) vertices corresponding to bases B such that c(B) = I (resp. c(B) = - 1). 
Problem: characterize bicolored basis graphs arising from oriented matroids. 
Intrinsically one can defke the bicolored basis permutation graph of an 
oriented matroid: vertices are permutations of bases of M, two vertices /3, /3’ 
are adjacent when 1 p LI /I’ 1 = 2, red (resp. green) vertices correspond to 
permutations fi such that l ) = 1 (resp. C(P) = - 1). 
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